
The recipes in this pack are intended to 
introduce children to cooking in a fun 
and simple way.

Adult supervision is recommended for all of the activities, especially those 
involving knives, the oven or the hob. Please ensure you choose recipes that are 
appropriate for your child’s/children’s skill level.

for Children
Simple Recipes
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Ingredients
���:�CBEE<7:8�B4GF

���:�?<:;G�5EBJA�FH:4E

���:�5HGG8E

����G5FC�:B?78A�FLEHC

Yummy Oat Flapjacks
Method

1. Preheat oven to 200°C/180°C fan.

2. Put all the ingredients into a food processor and mix 
together well. 

3. �E84F8�4�54><A:�GE4L�J<G;�5HŠ8E�4A7�FCBBA�BA�G;8�B4GL�
mixture.

4. Bake for approximately 15 minutes until golden brown.

5. Eat and enjoy!

Tip!
If you don’t have golden syrup at home, replace it with honey instead!
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Ingredients
��ƫ�6HCF�B9�9?BHE

ƫ�6HC�B9�FH:4E

��6HC�B9�6B?7�6H587�5HGG8E

Super Easy Shortbread
Method

1. Preheat oven to 180°C/160°C Fan.

2.  <K�G;8�FH:4E�4A7�ŝBHE�

3. �77�<A�G;8�6B?7�6H58F�B9�5HŠ8E�

4. (F8�4�9BB7�CEB68FFBE�BE�6?84A�ŜA:8EF�GB�@<K�
5HŠ8E�<A�HAG<?�<G�<F�4�6EH@5?L�@<KGHE8�

5. Once crumbled, put into a baking tray 
4A7�CE8FF�7BJA�J<G;�LBHE�ŜA:8EF�

6. �4>8�9BE�4CCEBK<@4G8?L�����}�@<AHG8F
�
until the dough is lightly brown.

7. Whilst the shortbread is still warm, have an 
adult cut it into squares and then triangles.

8. Sprinkle the extra sugar on top 
of the warm shortbread.

9. *4<G�~}��}�@<AHG8F���4G�G;8�
scrumptious shortbread.

Tip!
If you have cookie 
cutters, use them 
to make different-
shaped shortbread 

biscuits!
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Ingredients
���:�@8?G87�6;B6B?4G8�BE�
chocolate spread

��8::F�4A7���8KGE4�8::�LB?>

��:�C?4<A�9?BHE

Pinch of salt (optional)

Chocolate Brownies
Method

1. Preheat your oven to 180°C/160°C Fan.

2. Line a baking tin with baking paper.

3. Heat the chocolate or chocolate spread 
in a microwaveable bowl for 30 seconds 
at a time, stirring until it melts. Heating 
it slowly will keep it from burning.

4. Whisk together the melted chocolate and 
eggs until the mixture is smooth.

5. �B?7�G;8�ŝBHE�4A7�F4?G�<AGB�G;8�@<KGHE8�

6. Pour the mixture into the baking tray and 
54>8�<A�G;8�BI8A�9BE��}����@<AHG8F
�BE�
until the mixture is no longer wobbly.

7. Allow the baking tray to cool before 
6HŠ<A:�G;8�5EBJA<8F�<AGB�FDH4E8F�
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Ingredients
���:�9?BHE

��Ư�GFC�54><A:�CBJ78E

��GFC�F4?G

��G5FC�B<?

���@?�J4G8E

Additional toppings from 
your fridge or cupboard

Simple Pizza
Method

1. Preheat your oven to 200°C/180°C Fan. 
Clean your work surface carefully so that 
you can knead your dough on it later.

2.  <K�GB:8G;8E�G;8�ŝBHE
�54><A:�CBJ78E�4A7�F4?G�

3. Add in the oil and water and stir 
together until it makes a ball.

4. �9�G;8�7BH:;�988?F�FG<ś�[<G�F;BH?7�58�FB9G�5HG�ABG�
FG<6>L\
�477�<A�@BE8�J4G8E���4�FC?4F;�4G�4�G<@8�

5. &CE<A>?8�4�G;<A�?4L8E�B9�ŝBHE�BA�LBHE�
work surface. Knead the dough on the 
ŝBHE87�FHE9468�9BE�����@<AHG8F�

6. %B??�<AGB���54??F�4A7�G;8A�ŝ4Š8A�G;8@�BHG��,BH�64A�
HF8�4�EB??<A:�C<A�BE�4�6?84A
�FGHE7L�5BŠ?8�9BE�G;<F�

7. Add toppings from your fridge onto the pizza dough.

8. Place on baking paper on a baking 
tray and cook for 15 minutes.

How to Knead 
Dough:

Use your hands to 
spread the dough, 

fold it over, massage 
it and squeeze it.
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Ingredients
���:�6;B6B?4G8�[HF8�8<G;8E�
chocolate chips or chocolate 
bars broken into pieces)

��:�6EHF;87�F;E87787
wheat (or any other cereal 
you have)

Bag of mini eggs

Easter Egg Nests
Method

1. Melt the chocolate in a microwaveable 
bowl. Heat the chocolate for 30 seconds 
at a time, stirring after each time. 

2. Stop microwaving when you have a few tiny 
lumps left – these will melt as you stir the 
chocolate one last time. Heating it slowly 
will keep the chocolate from burning.

3. Pour the melted chocolate over the 
cereal and mix together well.

4. Divide the mixture into 12 cupcake 
cases and press down.

5. Add some mini eggs on top of each nest.

6.  Put in the fridge to set for approximately 2 hours.
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Ingredients
���@?�@<?>

���:�B4GF

��54A4A4

��8::

���:�FGE4J58EE<8F

Extra strawberries or
other fruit (optional)

,B:;HEG�[BCG<BA4?\

Pink Pancakes
Method

1. Add the milk, oats, strawberries, banana and egg 
to a blender and blend together until smooth.

2. �84G�4�ABA�FG<6>�9EL<A:�C4A�BA�?BJ�@87<H@�;84G�

3. #BHE�4�?47?8�B9�G;8�54Š8E�<AGB�G;8�9EL<A:�
C4A��,BH�@4L�J4AG�GB�HF8�4�FC4GH?4�GB�
FCE847�BHG�G;8�54Š8E�<9�<G�<F�G;<6>�

4. 'HEA�BI8E�G;8�C4A64>8�49G8E�����@<AHG8F�
and let it cook on the other side.

5. When the pancake is golden brown, it is ready.

6. Continue with the rest of the mixture 
until all the pancakes are cooked.

7. Decorate with extra strawberries and other fruits. 
Pour over some yoghurt or anything that you 
fancy from your fridge or cupboard and enjoy!
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Ingredients
���:�9?BHE

���@?�J4E@�J4G8E

¼ tsp salt

��G5FC�B<?

Fancy Flatbread
Method

1. Clean your work surface carefully so that 
you can knead your dough on it later.

2.  <K�G;8�ŝBHE�4A7�F4?G�<A�4�5BJ?�

3. Pour in the warm water slowly.

4.  <K�<G�4??�GB:8G;8E�HF<A:�6?84A�ŜA:8EF�

5. Add the oil and knead the dough until it is 
FB9G�[<9�<G�<F�FG<6>L
�477�4�?<Š?8�@BE8�ŝBHE\�

6. Divide the dough into 4 balls.

7. Continue to knead each ball on a clean 
surface for approximately 5 minutes, and 
G;8A�ŝ4Š8A�HF<A:�4�EB??<A:�C<A�

,BH�J<??�A887�4A�47H?G�GB�;8?C�LBH�J<G;�G;8�A8KG�C4EG�

8. Heat a frying pan with a small amount of oil in it.

9. �77�G;8�ŝ4G5E847�GB�G;8�C4A�4A7
�49G8E�GJB�
minutes, turn it over to cook on the other side. 

10. When it is golden on both sides, it is 
ready to remove from the pan.

11. �BAG<AH8�GB�7B�G;<F�9BE�4??�G;8�ŝ4G5E847F�

12. Cut into triangles and serve with your dinner!

Tip!
Add cheese into the 
middle of the cooked 
flatbread and fold 
them over to make 
cheesy quesadillas!

How to Knead 
Dough:

Use your hands to 
spread the dough, 

fold it over, massage 
it and squeeze it.
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Ingredients
��64EEBGF

�H<68�B9���?4E:8�BE4A:8F

-8FG�B9���BE4A:8

��F4GFH@4�BE�G4A:8E<A8
�
peeled and chopped 
(optional)

Healthy Lollipops
Method

1. �E4G8�G;8�64EEBGF�I8EL�ŜA8?L�4A7�C?468�<A�4�F<8I8�

2. Push the carrot through the sieve with the back of 
a spoon, collecting the juice in a measuring jug.

3. Reserve the carrot pulp to use in other 
recipes like salads or soups.

4. Add the juice from the oranges into the measuring jug.

5. Add some water so there is 360ml of 
liquid in the measuring jug.

6. Stir in orange zest and the optional 
satsuma or tangerine pieces.

7. Pour into lolly moulds.

8. Put in the freezer and let them set overnight.
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Ingredients
���:�6;B6B?4G8�[HF8�
chocolate chips or break
up your chocolate into
small pieces)

���:�6BA78AF87�@<?>

�G5FC�5HGG8E�BE�6B6BAHG�B<?

���:�F@4EG<8F

Fantastic Fudge
Method

1. Line a baking tray with baking paper.

2. Place the chocolate into a microwaveable bowl.

3. �77�G;8�6BA78AF87�@<?>�4A7�5HŠ8E�<AGB�G;8�5BJ?�

4. �84G�G;8�6;B6B?4G8
�6BA78AF87�@<?>�4A7�5HŠ8E�<A�
the microwave for 30 seconds at a time, stirring 
after each time. Use oven gloves to take the 
bowl out of the microwave if it becomes hot.

5. Stop heating the chocolate when you have 
4�98J�G<AL�?H@CF�?89G���G;8F8�J<??�@8?G�4F�
you stir the last time. Heating it slowly 
will keep the chocolate from burning.

6. When the mixture has melted, pour it into the baking 
tray. It may appear thick and slightly dry – this is 
ŜA8��#E8FF�G;8�9H7:8�<AGB�G;8�GE4L�4A7�HF8�G;8�546>�
of a spoon or a spatula to smooth out the top. 

7. Sprinkle the smarties over the top, 
pressing them gently into the fudge.

8. Put the baking tray in the fridge and leave 
GB�F8G�BI8EA<:;G
�BE�9BE�4G�?84FG�����;BHEF�

Tip!
If you don’t have 

smarties, use other 
things you can find 
in your cupboards 

like chocolate chips, 
sprinkles or coconut 

flakes.

You can also add 
a teaspoon of 

vanilla, almond or 
peppermint extract 
before you melt the 
chocolate for added 

flavour!
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Ingredients
��G<AF�B9�584AF�B9
your choice

��G<A�B9�6;BCC87�GB@4GB8F

��G<A�B9�FJ88G6BEA

��C8CC8EF�[4AL�6B?BHE\

��BA<BA

��6?BI8F�6;BCC87�:4E?<6
(optional)

A pinch of salt and pepper

&H::8FG87�F84FBA<A:F�[ƫ�
tsp each): smoked paprika, 
chilli powder, onion powder, 
garlic powder, cumin, 
parsley, cayenne pepper

Slow Cooker Chilli
Method

1. With an adult, carefully chop the 
onion, peppers and garlic.

2. Add the chopped vegetables to a slow 
cooker. This is a great recipe to use up your 
carrot pulp from the Healthy Lollies!

3. Using a colander, rinse the beans and corn with 
cold water until the water comes out mostly clear. 
Add the rinsed beans and corn to the slow cooker.

4. Add in the tin of chopped tomatoes 
and your preferred seasonings.

5. 'B�6BB>�G;8�6;<??<�<A�����;BHEF
�F8G�G;8�F?BJ�6BB>8E�
BA�?BJ��'B�6BB>�<G�<A�����;BHEF
�F8G�<G�BA�;<:;��';8�
chilli is ready when the vegetables are tender.

Tip!
Serve the chilli over rice or alongside your Fancy Flatbreads. This chilli goes great 
with a dollop of soured cream or guacamole and a sprinkle of grated cheese.
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